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Congratulations on your Otofonix hearing amplifier!

Your new hearing amplifier is about to open up an 
amazing new world for you.

If you need assistance, please contact us at 
info@otofonix.com or watch the instructional 
videos at our website www.otofonix.com.



What’s in the Box





Batteries

The battery compartment located in the back of the amplifier also acts as the on-off 
switch.  When closed the unit is ON and when open the unit is OFF. We recommend 
opening the compartment door when not in use in order to conserve battey power.



Low power: You will hear several beeps when the battery is low.  You will have ap-

proximately 30 minutes to change the battery (this can vary, depending on the hearing 

settings and battery).  We recommend that you always have a new battery on hand.

Batteries
The proper battery size for your Otofonix hearing amplifier is a zinc-air #312. Before insert-

ing the battery into your amplifier remove the brown tab and wait 1-2 minutes to allow the 

battery to activate. Your hearing amplifier has a low current drain and should last between 

7-10 days.



Inserting and Removing



Remove eartip:

Eartip Information
Attach eartip:

1.  Line up the narrow tubing nozzle with the opening on the 

inside of the tip.

2.  Push together firmly until the eartip is securely attached so 

it does not come off in your ear.

1.  Hold the eartip tightly and grasp the tubing directly behind the 

eartip.

2.  Pull firmly.



Programs & Volumes



Memory Presets
Your hearing amplifier includes 4 pre-configured memory programs and 10 volume 
levels to quickly adjust to your hearing loss and and different environments.

Program Settings:

Volume Settings:

1  Normal setting - Amplification across all frequencies
2  Noisy setting - reduces background noise (restaurant, wind noise etc)
3  Treble setting - decreases annoying  high pitched sound (whistling, 
    squealing, feedback)
4  Power setting -  greater volume than normal setting (watching TV)                        

Please watch the instructional video on our website, www.oto-
fonix.com, entitled “volume levels and programs”.

To change the Program Setting push and hold the rocker switch for 3 sec-
onds. The number of beeps you hear is the program chosen.

Enhanced New Feature:
When your Elite remains in a program setting & volume level for at least 10 minutes 
and is then turned off, it will return to the same settings when turned back on.

Each time you press the rocker switch either up or down you will hear two quick 
beeps and the volume will change by 2 dB.  When you reach level 1 (17 dB gain) 
or level 10 (35 dB gain) you will then hear only one beep.



Sound Tube Choices
Your Otofonix hearing amplifier comes with a # 1 formed thin sound tube 

already attached. This is the size that works best for most people but it 

may not be the right size for you. For that reason we have also included a 

# 2 tube in your package which is slightly longer.

It’s important for the tubing to fit correctly: Tubing should fit snugly against 

your ear once the amplifier and ear tip are in place. If not, the tubing may be too 

short or too long.  Try a different tubing length.

Tubing sizes / lengths
There are four sizes of thin 

sound tubing available for the 

right and left ear.   Available on 

www.otofonix.com.

Right tubing:   0R, 1R, 2R, 3R

Left tubing:   0L, 1L, 2L, 3L

0=shortest    3=longest



How to attach the tubing

How to attach the sound tubing:

1.  Line up the triangular base of the sound tubing with the metal stem on the Otofonix

      hearing amplifier. 

2.  Insert the triangular base tightly into the amplifier body so there is no gap between 

     the body and triangular base.

3. Turn the base clockwise 45 degrees and stop at the vertical position.

4.  If you are experiencing difficulty please watch the instructional video at   
     ww     www.otofonix.com entitled “removing sound tube”. 

How to remove the sound tubing:

Grasp the triangular base of the sound tube and twist counter-clockwise. Then 
gently wiggle the base and pull out. 



The Otofonix Elite Hearing Amplifier is a very reliable instrument subjected to extremely stringent quality control 
measures before leaving the factory.  If you feel that your amplifier is not working properly or not working at all, it 
may be a condition that is easily correctable.  
More than 95% of any problems that you might encounter with your amplifier will either be obstructing wax or a 
low/defective battery.

Make sure the battery is fresh.  If there is any doubt try a new one.  After removing the pull-tab remember to wait one 
full minute before using.  Old batteries can cause a multitude of unusual sounds such as crackling and chirping.
A crackling sound may be corrected by opening and closing the battery compartment door.  Sometimes this will im-
prove the battery contacts and/or  “re-boot” the digital circuit .
Whistling

Whistling occurs when the amplified sound returns to the microphone and is re-amplified.  The most common cause 
is a high volume setting. It is recommended that you set the volume level no higher than 8 and use Program 3. 

Troubleshooting

Wax

The sudden absence of sound from your amplifier is usually the result of wax plugging the ear dome or the tube. 
It can be very difficult to see. An inexpensive magnifying glass can be helpful.  Use the cleaning brush supplied in 
the kit to remove any debris from the dome. 
To clean the sound tube, remove the tubing from the amplifier and using the monofilament cleaning wire run it fully 
through the tube several times.
Whistling without the tubing attached is a sign that your Otofonix Elite is working properly.
Battery

Humidity

If the Elite goes dead periodically but comes on after several hours of rest, the problem may be a build-up of humidity.  
Trapped moisture may also cause distortion of the amplified sound.  Before going to bed at night open the battery com-
partment to allow moisture to evaporate.  Also consider using a hearing aid dehumidifier.



Daily Care & Maintenance
Your Otofonix Elite is a delicate and sensitive digital electronic device.  So it is very im-
portant that you keep it clean and dry.  Any moisture can have a negative impact on the 
hearing devise.  Moisture prevention is helpful to extent the lifetime of the device.

Use a soft dry cloth to clean the body oils, sweat and water from the casing. Do not wear 
it when showering, swimming, in the rain or in a wet environment such as a sauna.

Do not expose your devise to high temperatures from fires, stoves, direct sunlight or a hair 
dryer.

Never subject your Elite to hairspray, sunscreen or other cosmetic/medical products

If you spent a considerable amount of time in a high humidity environment (outdoors 
during summer months in Florida) you should place your device in a drying box overnight 
such as Stay-Dri Hearing Aid Dehumidifier.

Do not wear your amplifier during short-wave diathermy, X-ray, MR scans, CT scans or 
similar radiation treatments.

PleasePlease take off your hearing devise before you go into high electrical field or strong mag-
netic field and leave your hearing amplifier outside. 



WEARING & USING A HEARING AMPLIFIER

People learn at a different rate.  Some people need a week or two to adjust to their hearing 

amplifiers and others may need a few months. Medical studies show that your brain requires 

approximately 21 days to adjust to your new Hearing Amplifier. We recommend that you wear 

your unit for a few hours on the first day and gradually increasing the time over a period of 

one week. Eventually, you will be wearing them most of the waking hours. 

Tips

Squealing and Feedback
Feedback occurs when the sound coming out of the ear tip or dome returns to the micro-

phone and is re-amplified.  The most common cause is excessively high volumes. We 

recommend setting the volume no higher than level 8 and choosing Memory Program 3.

Realistic Expectations
The first thing  many new users notice is that  sounds seem strange.  Remember that  

even the  best  hearing aids are  not  as  good as  natural  hearing, so sounds  aren't  

completely normal, much as your voice doesn't sound the same on a tape recorder or a 

telephone as it does in person. Your own voice may sound deeper to you than normal. 

Another reason some sounds will  seem odd is that you'll  probably be hearing  things 

that you haven't  heard in a long time.



You may  also be more aware of your footsteps, your car's motor, the  sounds you make  

as you chew your food, and just about any other environmental noise. With time, your brain 

will get better at tuning out unwanted noise. The more you wear your hearing amplifier, the 

more easily your brain will adjust to the changes.

AlthougAlthough background sounds will seem louder than before, you may find that the hearing 

amplifier doesn't do one of the things you  hoped that it would: help you understand all the 

words you've been missing in conversations. You should be able to understand more words 

with the hearing device than without. But wearing a hearing amplifier won't guarantee that 

you'll catch every single word. Hearing every word isn't necessary. The goal is for you to be 

able to follow conversation easily in various environments. 

MemoryMemory Program 2 has been designed to reduce background noise but even the most ex-

pensive hearing device will not work in an extremely noisy restaurant.



About Eartips/Domes
Your Otofonix hearing amplifier comes with 3 different size 

domes to insure a customized fit. These “open-fit” domes 

provide a much more comfortable wearing experience and 

significantly reduce or eliminate the stuffy, plugged sensa-

tion of closed fitted ear plugs. 

It is recommended that they be replaced every 2-3 months 

and can be ordered on www.otofonix.com.
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